
I  am in the exhibition hall talking to the organizers of a festival. I am about to leave and let them hug my baby daughter who hugs them back. I then get going with her in my arms and throw away some nice boxes I brought with me but one of the organizers picks them back up from the trash.

I am with my parents driving next to a small river. At the end of it there is a restaurant where we should eat but it is still a long way. I actually see a young father pushing a stroller and I realize that I could also walk there. The nature is nice but my parents would not agree to let me go.

I am in an apartment and need to throw away some plastic. I then go out and see that I already have some bags filled with plastic on top of a window. I also have a good ladder with my name carved on it and I get ready to go up to the window to throw the plastic but the ladder starts falling.

I am in a small cabin with some relatives and look out of the window to see if my biological father is arriving. He was supposed to join us for lunch and I start to loose hope. I actually see an old man approaching on foot and I realize it is him and that he has walked on the snow for a long time.

I am with my girlfriend and our daughter crossing a small bay. The water level is rising and I tell my girlfriend that we should wait on top of a small island for the great flood. It is dry on the edges but as we walk to the top we find a lot of water splashing through the rocks and a large crack.

I am walking with an officer by an abandoned factory. I have actually already explored it with my son and I show her how there are doors made of actual black glass. I then show her how we can open one and cross through a room to the opposite side of the building but she tells me it is illegal.

I am in a car with my girlfriend driving to my old house in my native village. I actually see a lot of boxes piled next to the trash and I realize that there are old televisions inside. As I discuss with my girlfriend whether we should try to get one we reach a neighborhood of African immigrants.

I am in a mall with my son and we discuss about the new version of an old series going up the escalator. As we reach the top floor we find a small restaurant where two beautiful sisters are waiting for us. Their parents are also coming with a Polish car and I get to talk Swedish to the father.

I am in a room sorting out all of my things. There are all of small gadgets I am never going to use and I start throwing them without really sorting even though there are some made of plastic that can be recycled. I even find a small killer whale but decide to keep it for my small daughter.

I am on a plane seating next to a Belgian princess. I am working on my laptop and have a picture of some high mountains. A label says that they are in the south of the princess' country but I know that mountains there are not that high. I anyway shows them to her pretending it is correct.

I am walking in a city when two gypsy kids come begging next to me. One of them comes to close and I take his head up and move him to the side. I then realize that he is very blond and he must be really poor. I then offer them some cheese and we eat together even though it is too bitter.

I am in a big room laying with my daughter on a mattress when a guy comes. I have actually asked him to babysit but he sees the place and leaves. I then follow him outside and he decides to take the job. We go back inside and he also lays with us on the mattress to play with my daughter.

I am in our Dutch house having lunch with my parents. They are actually very indifferent and I get very angry. I then take some food with me upstairs and start packing. The food is actually only meat base and I start to throw it away. As I think of my stepfather I kick down a wooden wall.

I am running in a city and reach a bus stop with some soldiers. Next to it there is a metal shelves with tools for anyone to use and I start searching for some pliers. I find them and I am about to leave but realize that three guys are surrounding me. I then threaten one of them with the pliers.

I am with the wife of my girlfriend's brother and I watch her while she change her baby. She actually starts playing with his small penis and it becomes very long. His small ears also becomes very long and I realize that if I look at him from below he has the head of a small white elephant.

I am watching a movie with a friend and think that I have already watched it but then see that it is a different movie. It shows the inside of a big shopping mall and then the camera zooms in on a stand. There is a guy dressing a scary Halloween costume giving the owner some Christmas lights.

I am walking next to a river with my best friend. Our girlfriends are actually in front of us and we see them turning on a bridge to the opposite side of the river. We then also decide to follow them but I realize that the bridge is too narrow and made of glass. My friend wants to cross it anyway.

I am in the bathroom of my mountain apartment and look outside the window. I can actually see my grandfather but I realize that it is an hallucination because he is dead. I then decide to go to sleep but his friends are around me and they see small puppies crawling on my neck.

I am walking up the staircase of a building when a lady walking behind me sees my blue jeans. She really likes them and asks me where I bought them. I then seat on a table to write the address of an Italian shop where they sell clothes of that brand and she tells me that she is a designer.

I am with a friend training in a gym and go to the changing room. There are showers on top of a staircase and I decide to try one but splash a guy who is getting changed on the opposite side. He actually wants to beat me up and I prepare to fight him back but he picks a wooden stick.

I am in my mountain village and ask my neighbour if he can build some skies for me and his son. He then tells me that they can very dangerous but I assure him that we will be careful. He agrees to only build one pair of skies and we go in a storage place to pick an old fence to build them from.

I am preparing an exhibition in a small gallery and open up the prints of tiles I got from an academy teacher. As I install them on the ground I realize that they are really bad and they do not match with one another. I then run through the art academy and tell the teacher to print them again.

I am walking on a bridge over a metro station and recognize my old Japanese friend. He doesn't and keeps walking away from me. I then call his name and he finally turns around but doesn't come my way. I want to hug him but he walks away saying that he is back in the city to check it out.

I am on the big staircase of a public garden dancing. I am actually very acrobatic and people start looking at me. I then move to a side of the staircase with black professional dancers and keep on dancing like crazy. Suddenly I look down and realize that it is very steep and I can precipitate.

I am visiting a German friend in his farm and check out his grapes by the barn. I then tell him about my trip on the bus to meet him. I was actually seating next to a very fat girl and we started making out. I was even touching her big breast and she just let me do it without caring too much.

I am in an hotel room slowly getting changed when I realize that there is only a few minutes before my bus departs for a distant Indian city I then rush outside without shoes and see some buses leaving. They are only public buses and I see my tourist guide waving at me behind them. 

I am in an apartment with a family friend and he shows me how to hold a hat and wait for the wind to fly with it. I try with a paper hat I have but it doesn't work. He then lands me his hat and I can actually fly to one side of the room. I then try to fly across the door in a room with my parents.

I am walking down the street of my mountain village and realize that I am followed. I think that it is someone who wants to assassinate me but then turn around and realize that it is my old neighbour. She also has her dog with her but there are other dogs down the road and we turn back.

I am with my spiritual friend in an abandoned industrial site and show him an old bridge from where workers committed suicide. We actually cross it but the last part is covered with wooden panels and it is very shaky. I am holding my small daughter and and we manage to go back safely.

I am in my parents' old house planning a visit to an amusement park with my best friend and his kids. We actually call to book the tickets but the operator starts making fun of us. He claims that he can do so because he once met us in person. He is not willing to help and we book online.

I am watching a movie about the life of a famous painter. I see him walking away from a beach and in his house. He gives his coat to his smaller brother to hang and then walks in a bedroom although the latter begs him not to. He then finds another brother raping his twin brother in bed.

I am on the roof of a palace collecting iron pieces. I actually find a rusted screw and tell my assistant to order the same one but made of stainless steal. As he makes a note of it we see the American president coming out with one of his lovers. They did not see us and speak intimately.

I am using my laptop to show my girlfriend the rooms I wish to rent for our holiday in the German capital. We find one that is very cheap but it doesn't look any good from the cover photo. As I try to skip it a video starts showing how the room is actually on top of a newly renovated church.

I am in an apartment of a woodman asking him about reactivating a winch I need to transport timber. He tells me that he is actually busy to attend a marathon in a nearby valley. I then get ready to transport the wood with my arms and realize that I can lift two timbers without any problem.

I am walking inside an apartment and see a naked girl running from one room to the other. She must have heard me and I wonder who was having sex with her. I then realize that she must have been one of my twin cousins' girlfriend but when I look in the room I see him with another girl.

I am standing next to a vegetable garden in the middle of the forest waiting for a guy with the sons and daughters of my mountain neighbours. He has planted a tree in the garden but we recently cut it and the tree grew again. As he doesn't show up I tell them how I also wish to buy a trimmer.

I am in the courtyard of a palace getting ready to celebrate a birthday. The people present are dressing royal clothes and are ready to receive the person celebrating his birthday. As I look at them I realize that they are only farmers dressing up like aristocrats and I decide to leave the palace.

I am in a valley with my old friends and my best friend proposes to climb up a mountain even though it is getting dark. There is a ski-lift that could bring us to the top and he keeps the gate open so that we don't have to pay. My sister is also there and she pays for the ticket and I get to use it.

I am at big reception in an art academy and seat with my family along the corridor. I actually see an important professor walking down but turn my head and decide to leave. My girlfriend wants to stay until the end and I get confused how she will ever make it back home if I am driving.

I am walking inside a church but from behind the altar and realize that my stepfather is reading the scripture. I then walk quietly to some empty benches but the service suddenly comes to an end and I see my parents talking to the priest. They want me to talk to him too but I avoid them.

I am with my daughter and pass by the house of an old family friend. It looks empty inside but I anyway ring the bell and we get invited to join them for lunch. We start eating with them and I feel happy that we are getting free food but realize that it is a restaurant and we will have to pay. 

I am on a field with my architect measuring where to build our installation. I know from where to start measuring but he doesn't trust me and walks all the way down a valley to find a fixed point. I then get angry with him and show him that there is another marking point right next to the field.

I am driving with my girlfriend in an ugly city and I show her the skyscraper they use as their landmark. It is also very ugly but the sea in front of it is very beautiful and we stop there to photograph it. There is actually a path and we follow up a hill where there is an abandoned playground.

I am watching a movie about two parents in an empty square trying to talk to their son's girlfriend. She doesn't want to talk to them and goes to the opposite side of the square to pee. They then wonder how she can pee if she is a female and as they approach her they realize she has a penis.

I am walking in a city at night with an homeless guy. He wants to buy a tent where to sleep but they are too expensive. We then go to a restaurant to eat pizza and I realize that the owner knows him. He lets him prepare a pizza but the guy starts making out with the other pizza baker. 

I am in the playground behind our Dutch house when my girlfriend tells me that one of her friends is coming to visit us with her boyfriend. I then get quite surprised since her friends all lives in big cities and never come to our small village. She then tells me that they are also living in a village.

I am with my girlfriend visiting my uncle in his factory. We are actually there to make hamburgers and he prepares for us a huge pile of frozen sausages. He puts them on a big table and we seat around it with one of his assistants to eat. The latter is an editor but he starts jellying at her.

I am at a bus station seating with my parents and his friends. My mother is actually bragging how they are paying all the expenses of my stepsister and I get angry and say that I have been paying all my expenses since I left home. I then realize we are somewhere in a German town and leave.

I am in a small grocery shop helping out a girl to choose local food for a group of kids camping nearby. I first suggest her to get tortellini but then realize that it could be too expensive. I then suggest her to buy ham and cheese to mix with a pasta. She likes the idea and expect me to help her.

I am in a room and realize that I have to go back to school. I have been sick for a week and I need to start attending lectures again not to get too much behind. I have a lot of books to bring with me but I only have a backpack to carry my daughter. I then look for a bag to use inside it.  

I am with my girlfriend in the field where I am building my temple. A cubic part is already prepared and I try to position it next to the road but she likes it better down. We then move it back to the field but the terrain is not flat and I start digging and realize that it is empty below the surface.

I am in a kitchen seating in front of my stepfather and two of his friends. I actually hear them making fun of the fact that I am a man looking after my small daughter. I then reproach them and they leave. As I am looking in the shelves for more baby food I realize I might be kicked out.

I am in our Dutch house shooting a movie of a small airplane toy. As I manage to go upstairs I hear my girlfriend knocking the door. She comes in crying and saying that the people behind her just pushed her on the ground. I then go out and find a guy on a wheelchair and I also push him.

I am walking with my son on a road of a big city when he gets a phone call by his mother. She starts talking to him a long time and I joke saying that I will kill her if she doesn't come to pick us up. She then thinks I was serious and starts talking for a long time until I pick up the phone.

I am in a disco dancing and waiting for the owner to see how good I am. As the music stops he announces that one of his staff got a woman pregnant. I then announce that I also got one of his staff pregnant but I don't know exactly whom. I also say that I will keep the baby every other week. 

I am in a fancy hotel and prepare to go to bed. I then take the golden escalator to my floor and realize that I am sleeping in the hallway with a lot of other folk. Everyone has still to go to bed but I am the first one and start undressing. I am still wearing my underwear when the others arrive.

I am in a shop with my parents and they start talking to the owner while I look into the camera sections. There are actually some very old models and I find a used camera looking exactly like mine. As I think to get back there to buy it the owner puts the camera in my jacket as a present.

I am walking in an old city and see an old church. I notice the marble frame around the door newly plastered and decide to go inside. As I open the door I realize that there is an upper floor divided in two room. On one of them a friend is exhibiting his thesis and I wonder why I didn't get to do it.

I am walking through a square and notice three buses about to leave. Two of them are public and one of them is actually private and small. It is filled with women who have just gone to the market. As all the three buses leave I start thinking that it is a good business to have a private bus.

I am following a woman in front of a villa and find out that she is going to get married to the owner. I then go inside and take a seat with other guests making fun of a deaf man seating at a nearby table. He is actually wearing a device on his ear and stands up to put a croissant in my mouth.

I am walking in an Italian city feeling quite disgusted about the architecture. There are too many condominiums one after the other but as walk further out I see that they get more modern and fancy. Some of them has terraces that are so large that one could have a whole garden inside them.

I am in a small apartment with my stepfather and he wants to show me something but he is afraid to be seen. We are actually in an underground apartment and the windows are below the street level. He anyway closes them with other windows and show me a tick he has removed from his ass.

I am in my field inside a smaller version of a cathedral I have built. It is too small and I want to demolish it but realize that I have plastered it and it is now impossible to do so. As I walk downstairs I actually squeeze the silicon out of a gun and reach a vending machine where I buy a soda.

I am on an helicopter with a politician and her staff. We are actually flying on top of a valley and I guide the pilot through a valley to see my project. The pilot lets the politician drive and he tells her to go with the helicopter under some high bridges. She goes above but I am not scared.

I am in a small garden looking after a boy. There are stones on the ground and we play with them but as we get closer to his house they get too small to put on top of one another. His aunt actually comes out and I have to introduce myself. She is very young and is there to make a surprise.

I am in the house of a rich industrialist and plan a presentation I have to do with him the following day. I want to seat on the sofa but the small doors of a closet are open on top and I have to close them. They make some noise and I hope his wife doesn't think I am stealing something.  

I am looking through a book I have printed to present my new installation. There are very nice images printed on very big pages and I look at one that doesn't have any description. It shows the top of a mountain that makes a big arch and it is fully mirrored below although there is no water.

I am in a car with an old couple taking me to the church where they will baptize their nephew. They then ask me I will baptize my own kid but I tell them that I probably won't. As we approach a city I see an isolated church to the right but they show me that their church is to the left.

I am getting inside an old building and open up the small door made of stone. There are some wooden benches inside and I seat at the very back to film but some girls are seating in front of me and they leave. I then have an open view of the interior but my camera screen keeps flickering. 

I am inside a house for sale and start looking around. It is actually located on top of a nice hill and I try to see if I find a room with a view. There is no window facing the valley and I realize that the floor has to be replaced. As I keep walking I find another part of the house that is not for sale.

I am in my small mountain apartment with my daughter and girlfriend. We have moved there for good and keep in the small kitchen. I could stay in the living room to read but there is not enough light and I decide to eat something instead. As I open a can of corn my daughter also wants some.

I am standing with a group of people in the valley below my mountain installation. Some of them actually take a tractor to go straight up to it and I also get inside. I then hear a tall man saying how much wood I have been cutting and see that the stones I have been piling there are all visible.

I am in a classroom attending a lecture and notice that the students seating behind me have a mustache. They look quite funny together and I turn around with my camera to take a photo but it doesn't focus. I then realize that there is a button I should press to adjust the focus manually.

I am biking with my girlfriend on a small asphalt road. We both start going quite fast but her back tire has too little air and we have to stop right when the road split up in two paths. As I try to inflate her tire I listen to other bikers saying how the right path goes to an old monastery.

I am walking up a hill with expensive villas on each side and come to one that it is not so nice but have a swimming pool. There are many people around it and also get near but there is no place to lie down. I then wait for one guy to dive in and I also do so but there is no place to swim.

I am driving with my best friend and come to a big roundabout. I need to get to the train station but they are working on the road and the police gets us on a different lane. As I follow their orders I see a billboard announcing the concert of a musician and joke with my friend that we should go.

I am in visiting a building with a group of classmates and check if I see a nice girl. I actually find a very beautiful one and go ahead of the group to show off. As we get in a corridor I push myself from one wall to another avoiding all the doors. I am really good at it and I wonder if she sees me.

I am at a festival seating on the grass and see a guy trying to spray at a big bee. The bee actually gets much more angry and flies against my leg. I then need to pee immediately and just walk on the side of the field even though everyone can see me. As I pee I realize that I am on top of a roof.

I am walking up to an apartment with my stepfather bringing an ice-cream. I actually want to get changed to go out in the forest and chop wood but he tells me that he can only now take a walk. I then ask him whether we can just go out to eat an ice-cream on a cone but he doesn't like it.

I am driving with my girlfriend and she stops at the gas station. She then starts filling up the tank with the engine on even though the doors are open and our daughter is sleeping inside. I then tell my girlfriend to at least turn the engine off but she replies that it's going to be fine.

I am in a building and need to go to a public bathroom to pooh. I actually find one with two toilets but there is no doors and not even a wall between them. I anyway seat on one to pooh but a group of English ladies arrive to discuss about politics in their country. I then look for another toilet.

I am with my girlfriend planning a trip to Spain. We will actually drive through France and I suggest that we stop on a beach somewhere in the boarder of the two countries. I know that the beaches on the east side most be quite okay but I realize that there must be beaches also to the west.

I am in a small apartment and the owner shows me how they leave the oven on to work as the heating. It is actually too warm but I don't say anything and they leave. I then realize that they have left me stay there for free and I start hanging my clothes without bothering to keep it tidy.

I am in a square and get in a mall to find a place selling a bag to protect my stepfather's jacket. I actually find an Arab tailor and I explain to him what I need in Italian. He then starts breaking apart a cheap looking jacket that I can use on top of my stepfather's jacket but it is too expensive.

I am with my girlfriend checking the map of a big city. She actually wants to follow a road going east but I show her how the road going north is marked as a tourist attraction. She then shows me how at the end of the road going east there are a few dots also marking a few attractions.

I am walking on a big road. I actually realize that there is nothing interesting where we are going and stop at a local supermarket. There I see a girl approaching with a big truck. Her old immigrant parents are waiting for her and her father buys her a lot of pastry for her pregnancy.

I am in a car with my girlfriend's mother driving through her city. She then shows me a library that is also a cafe and tells me how they won a prize for best pastry shop. I then see that they have pastry in the bookshelves among the books but I already have many cookies under the car seat.

I am sleeping in a small room and wake up that it is still dark. I then turn the TV on and find an Italian movie. I fast forward looking if there is  any sex scene but there is none . I then check another channel and see a strip dancer but realize that everyone can see me through my big window.

I am in a metro station and hear a black guy inviting some exchange students to a party in his dormitory. He also comes to me and tells me to come. I then ask him where I can find his dormitory and he tells me to look by the bicycle parking for a number but there is another party there.

I am with my best friend looking at his old photos. He shows me a classroom photo with him in the very back but I realize that the other people are not his classmates. He then tells me that they anyway wanted him in the picture and they even cried. He also shows me a girl who is now dating.

I am walking up a small road on the hills looking for my car. It is actually in a village and I almost reach it. I realize there is a big Roman palace still standing and walk to the side of a road to film it. As I find a corner to lean against a person suddenly stops in front of me and blocks my camera.

I am at a conference with some students and they start talking about an art festival. I then tell them that I was showing my work there when I was also a student. They then ask me if I am an artist working for festivals but I tell them that I am not even though I have been invited a second time.

I am in a parking lot with some girls. I actually need to make it home but there is a lot of walking to do and they ask if I want a ride. I actually wouldn't mind it but then one of the girls come with a small car and they hardly fit all inside. They then ask me to seat with them but I refuse.

I am in a small kitchen eating with a guy and an older man. The latter doesn't let me talk and I get tired spilling the water in my glass on the floor. He then warns me that he is a karate champion but I already knew it and go in a bedroom. The door is new and I lock myself in to be sure.

I am in our Dutch house sitting in my study when I see hot air balloons being pushed down by the wind. Some of them start crashing against my window and I tell my girlfriend. We then go out to check and find a man with a bleeding head even though I see that he has been wearing an helmet.

I am in a big workshop showing how I am building my installation to my architect and an older man from the city hall. The latter is about to leave and I ask him when he wishes to get paid. I then realize I also have to pay my architect and I won't have any money left for the installation. 

I am listening to a Swiss girl telling about a book she read. It describes the life of other Swiss people walking down to the French coast to immigrate. One woman walked all around the mountains but as she was approaching the coast she went back home going straight through the mountains.

I am in a university and go to the small office of a technician to get my watch upgraded. The latter gets annoyed and puts my watch to recharge with a lot of other devices. I then realize that they all belong to other Italian students and think of buying the technician a present on behalf of us.

I am in a hostel with other people and look at a girl with her boyfriend. She is quite pretty but he only looks cool because of his glasses. I then imagine him without them and realize that he is very ugly and she should go for another guy. I go out of the hostel thinking I have no one.

I am walking in a Chinese city and come to a shop selling towels for kids. I then call my ex wife and ask her if she can take our son to the swimming pool. She agrees but I have to walk at the end of the road and there is a lot of traffic. I barely manage across a traffic light without getting hit.


